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Pharma&Biotech

ADCs: The Next Generation
of Pharmaceuticals

Delivering Innovative Therapeutics
for Advancements in Oncology
Managing the complexities of supply chain and safety are critical
to the success of antibody drug conjugates (ADCs). Take advantage of the best characteristics of monoclonal antibodies (mAbs)
and the potency of cytotoxic molecules with Lonza’s EasyAccess™
ADC programs. Let us customize your ADC and guide your product
from early development to commercial supply.
Order your ADC sample preparation at www.lonza.com/adc

For more information, contact us at:
North America: +1 201 316 9200
Europe and Rest of World: +41 61 316 81 11
adc@lonza.com

– Preparation of ADC sample panels using a variety of linker,
drug, and mAb combinations
– R&D safety labs for process development and/or toxicology
batches (5 mg–50 g)
– GMP suites for clinical supply (50–250 g)
– Complete analytical development packages with mAb/ADC
harmonization
– Quick turnaround of R&D projects, toxicology batches and
Phase I GMP production
– Dedicated staff and over 100 GMP clinical ADC batches
released with very high success rates
– Production capacity for all your early stage, late stage and
full commercial needs

www.lonza.com

A

mong the emerging targeted therapies in
biotechnology, antibody–drug conjugates
(ADCs) hold a unique position. An ADC
consists of a monoclonal antibody (MAb)
with affinity to tumor cells, a cytotoxic smallmolecule payload, and a linker connecting the
two. Together the MAb, conjugation chemistry,
and cytotoxin increase the complexity of ADCs
several-fold relative to unmodified MAbs — and
exponentially relative to chemotherapies.
Viewing ADCs as hybrids of antibody- and
chemotherapy-based cancer therapies is tempting.
That description applies chemically and
structurally, but ADCs’ differences from
conventional therapies are striking, as is there
underlying rationale. Tiffani A. Manolis (pharma
segment manager at Agilent Technologies in Santa
Clara, CA) likens ADCs to biosimilars in this
way: Developers of the latter use innovator MAbs
as comparator molecules, whereas ADCs apply
them as delivery vehicles. Same molecule, different
strategy — and both rely heavily on analytics for
characterization.
ADCs use their antibody components to home
in on tumor cells bearing specific markers or
receptors. Once bound to those cells, ADC and
receptor internalize together, and the smallmolecule component releases to kill them. The
development pipeline includes several variations
on this theme.

Discovery Into Development

ADC drug discovery is significantly more complex
than that of therapeutic proteins or small
molecules. After target validation, developers must
consider manufacturability of individual and
conjugated components as well as conjugation
chemistry and payload design. Advancing
candidates through preclinical and clinical
development therefore demands broad, deep
characterization of those components and the
finished product.
ImmunoGen is one company that has invested
heavily into this area to ensure consistency within
the inherent variability of ADC products.
“Understanding and managing the complexities of
associated technologies is critical, particularly for
small companies” says Sandra Poole (executive vice
president for technical operations at ImmunoGen
in Waltham, MA).
All ADC components are linked physically,
conceptually, and strategically. For an ADC to
fulfill its biological purpose, the antibody must
Special Report Insert
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For an ADC to fulfill its
purpose, the antibody
special
must internalize after
report
binding to TARGET
CELLS with payload
intact, which depends largely
on conjugation linkage. Only then
can it release that payload.
internalize after binding to the cell with its payload
intact, which depends largely on conjugation
linkage. Another consideration is the antibody’s
intracellular fate, whether it reaches target cellular
compartments (and which ones) to release that
payload. “Antibodies may direct drug to tumor, but
not a lot gets in,” notes Richard Gregory (chief
scientific officer at ImmunoGen). “Each molecule
must be extremely effective.” ImmunoGen’s
payloads, for example, work through either tubulin
disruption or DNA alkylation.
ADC discovery involves empirical,
multicomponent screening of each component,
and varying the antibody, linker, or payload
individually while keeping the other components
constant. Developers work through a matrix of
combinations. Because no magic combinatorial
formulas work, optimization is essential. “The
many variables are what make this business fun,”
Gregory says. “It’s not cranking the handle and
out comes your drug.”
Because of molecular and mechanistic diversity,
overall platform approaches cannot apply to all
ADCs. As part of its own developability criteria,
Zymeworks (Vancouver, BC) assesses large-batch
synthetic manufacturability, particularly for
upscalable small-molecule toxins. “We look for
molecules that conjugate with minimal effects on
antibody properties,” says John Babcook (senior
vice president of discovery research).
Zymeworks’s own specific payload platform
consists of highly potent tubulin inhibitors, the
only approved mechanism of action for ADC
agents so far (although researchers are exploring
others). The company has achieved picomolar
potencies with such molecules across a broad
range of tumor types. And it has synthesized
stable, cleavable linkers that disconnect cleanly
upon targeted ADC internalization. “These
[linkers] are a big part of our platform,” Babcock
N ovember 2016
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Long circulation halflives and
poor penetration into solid
tumors are the culprits that
explain ADCs’ generally
NARROW therapeutic index.
says. His company’s third strength is site-specific
conjugation, which isolates the cytotoxic moiety
from the antibody’s working regions, thus
enhancing circulation halflife while facilitating
desirable immune-system interactions.
Tweaking the Antibody: Crescendo Biologics
(Cambridge, UK) calls its antibody variants
“humabodies.” The company’s Humabody VH
intellectual property covers small, thermostable
human-antibody fragments with low aggregation
potential and biophysical properties that make
them attractive for rapid tumor penetration,
engineering of bispecific/multivalent products, and
microbial manufacture. Because these molecules
do not require posttranslational modification, they
can be expressed by microbial systems. Crescendo
uses Escherichia coli for its monomeric Humabody
VH product and Pichia pastoris to express
multivalent versions. Chief executive officer Peter
Pack estimates the final cost of goods (CoG) for
Humabody-based drugs at around 10% that of
conventional antibodies.
Humabody technology derives from the
Crescendo mouse, an antibody-fragment drug
discovery platform that produces heavy-chain–
only antibodies with diverse, fully human VH
domains. The mice produce transgenic HC-only
antibodies without murine light chains and with
customizable pharmacokinetic (PK) properties.
“ADCs are often so toxic,” Pack explains, “that
killing cancer cells before reaching the maximum
tolerated dose is difficult.” Long circulation
halflives and poor penetration into solid tumors
are the culprits that explain ADCs’ generally
narrow therapeutic index. Thus, drugs that clear
rapidly must penetrate tumors efficiently for
successful payload delivery. Humabody binding
domains, which are just one-tenth the size of an
intact antibody, fall below the cutoff for renal
filtration (which is ~60 kDa) and therefore
circulate for no more than a few hours.
Humabody products are designed to exploit
tumor physiology, as well. “Solid tumors often are
poorly vascularized beyond a very narrow outer
2
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layer of cells,” Pack says. Relatively large ADCs
enter and exit slowly through relatively leaky
tumor blood vessels. Bivalent avidity enhances
Humabody adherence to outermost tumor cells
that express their target antigen, from which point
they diffuse more easily against an interstitial
pressure gradient into tumors.
Bispecific Binding: Improving target binding
could increase ADC specificity while lessening
off-target effects. Most ADC MAbs target
antigens that internalize the ADC upon binding.
Some, however, release drug extracellularly within
a tumor or its environment. Internalization is in
part a function of antibody–target binding, but
sometimes simply selecting one optimal target–
antibody duo is not enough.
MedImmune is investigating biparatopic
HER2-targeting ADCs, which use two binding
sites on cancer cells rather than one. That allows
for denser receptor clustering, higher rates of
internalization, and improved lysosomal
trafficking. The rationale for that is the
progressive ineffectiveness of anti-HER2 agents
caused by receptor downregulation over time.
AstraZeneca and MedImmune have jointly
developed a novel bispecific-biparatopic ADC
(MEDI4276) that targets HER2. It recognizes
two nonoverlapping epitopes on the receptor,
resulting in receptor clustering to increase both
HER2–ADC internalization and trafficking to
lysosomes. Enhanced lysosomal trafficking
delivers more HER2 for degradation, which
improves the kill rate for tumor cells expressing
both high and low levels of the receptor.
MEDI4276 is active against tumor cells that are
refractory to the current standard of care for
HER2-positive breast cancer. That might fill a
major unmet cancer need in treating breast cancer.
MedImmune is following other leads as well.
Its Spirogen unit, a 2013 acquisition, discovered
the potent pyrrolobenzodiazepine (PBD)
cytotoxin. Originally developed as antibiotics,
PBDs show nearly 100-fold greater antitumor
activity than tubulin inhibitors, claims Rakesh
Dixit (vice president of research and development,
head of safety assessment at MedImmune in
Gaithersburg, MD). “They are attractive because
their unique DNA-crosslinking mechanisms do
not induce DNA repair, and they are also less
susceptible to tumor-drug efflux mechanisms.”
The Rova-T ADC from Stemcentrx and
AbbVie also uses a PBD from Spirogen. Rova-T
has shown excellent activity against small-cell lung
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cancer in “third-line” situations (patients with no
remaining treatment options). Several other PBDbased ADCs are in preclinical and clinical
development elsewhere.

Linkers and Conjugation Chemistry

ADC developers use two major linker
technologies: Cellular enzymes liberate cleavable
linkers from a peptide backbone, whereas
noncleavable linkers release payloads when the
MAb protein degrades through proteolysis. Early
cleavable linkers included hydrazine, which is
relatively stable at neutral blood pH but separates
in the more acidic environment of cellular
endosomes and lysosomes.
More recently developed, noncleavable linkers
— and some stable cleavable forms, such as
hindered disulfides and peptides — maximize the
ADC circulating stability while preferentially
releasing small molecules intracellularly. This
strategy decreases systemic toxicity and improves
efficacy. ADCs that contain enzymatically
cleavable peptide linkers are cleaved by lysosomal
proteases inside cells. One example is Adcetris
(brentuximab vedotin) from Seattle Genetics,
which the US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) approved in 2011.
Linkers that resist enzymatic/chemical cleavage
also have been reported. The linker for
Genentech’s Kadcyla (trastuzumab emtansine) is
SMCC (succinimidyl-4-(N-maleimidomethyl)
cyclohexane-1-carboxylate), a heterobifunctional
crosslinker containing two reactive functional
groups: succinimide to react with the free amino
Figure 1: 3D biology technology enabled by nCounter digital
technology; barcoding enables direct, digital counting of
nucleic acids and protein molecules in cells and/or tissues. With
nCounter single-molecule detection technology, fluorescent
“barcodes” are attached to DNA, RNA, and/or proteins (using
labeled antibodies). They enable direct detection of all three
analytes at once, with multiplexing enabling detection of
dozens to hundreds of targets in a single assay.
Half-Site
50 bases

Half-Site
50 bases

Barcode

Antibody

Measured nucleic acid directly from
cell, tissue, and/or labeled antibody
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group on lysine, and maleimide to capture free
sulfhydryl groups. Because the nonreducible linker
is stable both in blood circulation and in a tumor’s
microenvironment, drug release occurs only
through an antibody’s proteolytic degradation in a
cell’s lysosome. Payload molecules inhibit
microtubule assembly, eventually causing cell
death.
Cleavable linkers are most appropriate with
poorly internalized ADCs. The drug molecules,
once released into the extracellular environment
might enter and kill tumor cells directly — or they
might operate through a “bystander” effect (e.g.,
target-cell–mediated killing of healthy cells
neighboring tumor cells). Whether their ADCs
have cleavable or noncleavable linkers, sponsors
must demonstrate that those linkers are stable so
that cytotoxic drugs will not be cleaved or released
before administration or before they reach their
targets.
The Heterogeneity Dilemma: Heterogeneity is
generally undesirable for biologics, yet the two
thus-far approved ADCs (see above) use stochastic
conjugation that creates a heterogeneous mixture
of MAbs with different numbers of payload and
linker molecules attached. The Seattle Genetics
product can contain up to eight payloads per
MAb.
Heterogeneity has more complications than
poor chemical definition. “Conventional
conjugation approaches link to different positions
on the antibody, with each resulting species
potentially having different efficacy, toxicity, and
pharmacokinetics,” observes George Badescu
(senior director of scientific affairs at Abzena in
Bristol, PA). “Only a small proportion of the
heterogeneous product optimally balances efficacy
and toxicity with an acceptable therapeutic
window.” Four drug molecules per antibody is
considered ideal, but in many ADCs currently in
development, only about a third of the final
product has that composition. “Those containing a
greater number of payload molecules may be too
toxic,” he explains, “and those with fewer may be
ineffective.”
So ADC developers strongly emphasize
conjugation processes. Yet as they solve the
connectivity conundrum, scalability and other
process concerns often emerge.
Instead of designing linker sites onto antibodies
through sequence engineering, Abzena focuses on
engineered or reengineered linkers. “Antibodies
have developed over millions of years, so why not
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leave them alone?” Badescu notes. He says that his
company’s approach achieves homogeneity similar
to that of engineered antibodies, with greater
stability but no loss of activity or specificity.
Conventional linkers (e.g., maleimides) lose
about a third of their payload molecules to
systemic circulation. Deconjugation products often
then cross-conjugate with circulating albumin, so
that instead of targeting tumors they persist to
cause systemic toxicity. According to Badescu,

Abzena’s ThioBridge technology generates stable,
homogeneous ADCs.
To overcome some structural variability relatd
to linkages, ImmunoGen synthesizes each
significant ADC in a mixture independently, as a
single molecule. Doing so takes time and demands
exquisite analytics. When conjugated to lysine
residues, ADCs emerge as a Poisson distribution
of isomers. Although the ideal ratio of payload to
antibody is three or four to one, more than 50

The Resurgence of Antibody–Radionuclide Conjugates		
Antibody radionuclide conjugates
(ARCs) are a subgroup of ADCs in
which a radioisotope replaces the
cytotoxic agent. ARCs combine the
cytocidal effects of radiation with
the specificity of monoclonal
antibodies.

prevented prescribers from easily
profiting by Bexxar administration
as they do through in-house
infusion centers or businesses with
which they have a financial interest.
That is not the best example of
patients coming first.

The earliest such products failed.
Back in the 1980s, humanized
antibodies did not exist, and
linkage technologies were primitive.
The medical department at
Brookhaven National Laboratory
(where I worked at the time) used
chelating linkers similar to
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
(EDTA) that limited the radionuclide
payload and attachment site. Then,
as now, isotope supply was
unreliable. GlaxoSmithKline’s Bexxar
(tositumomab conjugated to iodine
131) and Spectrum
Pharmaceuticals’s Zevalin
(ibritumomab tiuxetan), both
treatments for non-Hodgkins
lymphoma (NHL) targeting the
CD20 antigen, can be considered
second-generation ADCs.

Although Spectrum’s Zevalin
product is quite effective and still
available, it has seen sales rapidly
erode and could be pulled from
the market or sold at any moment.
Unhelpful is a US Nuclear
Regulatory Commission’s directive
that increases training from 80
hours to 700 hours (roughly 19
weeks) for physicians
administering drugs that emit
alpha or beta particles.

Discontinued in 2013, the former
product failed due to a confluence
of unfortunate events. It was
expensive, its reimbursement status
was suboptimal, it was difficult to
manufacture, and the supply of
radioiodine was uncertain. Because
of the Bexxar nuclide’s short halflife, the drug was “manufactured”
more or less by a radiopharmacist
at the point of delivery. The 131I
radiation lacked ideal range and
killing efficacy. And perhaps
trumping all those issues was a
complicated supply chain that
6
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Meanwhile, Nordic Nanovector’s
(Oslo, Norway) Betalutin ARC is
indicated for treating relapsed
NHL. It conjugates a tumor-specific
antibody that targets the CD37
surface antigen on NHL cells to the
beta-emitting isotope lutetium-177
using the tetraazacyclododecane1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid (DOTA).
That chemical linker is an EDTA-like
complexing agent attached to a
complexing arm suitable for
cellular internalization.
Previously an overlooked or
underappreciated target, CD37 is
expressed by adult B cells and on
most B-cell lymphomas, which
makes it attractive for patients who
previously failed anti-CD20
treatment. The lutetium-177
payload is a low-intensity beta
emitter with a range of ~0.5 mm,
which is about 50 cell radii. Beta
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particles kill tumor cells through
irreversible breakage of doublestranded DNA, and the limited
range of the particles minimizes
radiation exposure for healthy cells.
Thus the Betalutin ARC internalizes
rapidly, efficiently delivering 177Lu
to malignant cells while also killing
nearby cancerous cells. One benefit
is that lymphoma cells that do not
express CD37 also die, as do cells
with inadequate blood supply inside
a tumor if they’re close enough to
the ARC molecule, according to
Luigi Costa (chief executive officer of
Nordic Nanovector).
177Lu

is a pure midenergy beta
emitter, so it decays by emission of a
short-traveling electron. By contrast,
10% of emitted energy from 131I
comes in the form of gamma rays
that can escape a patient’s body,
creating issues of exposure to other
people. Fortuitously, the half-life of
177Lu (6.7 days) is comparable to the
circulation time of the Betalutin
antibody, so the product’s
components are synchronized in
that way.
“We believe that new-generation
ARCs such as Betalutin will succeed
because they’re more effective and
safe than prior analogues,” Costa
says. Side effects are mostly
hematological, short-lived, and
manageable. In clinical studies, very
few nonhematological toxicities —
which are treatment-limiting for
many ADCs — have been reported
so far. “You can say the field of ARCs
is experiencing a revival.”
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possible conjugation sites can present on a given
antibody. Developers rely on analytics and
characterization to make sense of it all and
generate products with reproducible, predictable
properties — “what you would look for in any
product,” says Gregory.
One emerging linkage technology involves
connecting through site-specific conjugation.
Linkage sites are engineered directly into an
antibody backbone. ADCs produced this way
show well-defined variability. For example,
ImmunoGen uses engineered N-terminal serine or
cysteine residues for site-specific conjugation.
Conjugation — the Glue That Binds: David
Rabuka (president of Catalent’s business unit
Redwood Bioscience in Emeryville, CA) believes
that strict site-specific conjugation is key to
widening the therapeutic windows of ADCs. His
company’s SMARTag site-specific conjugation
technology uses a formylglycine-generating
enzyme engineered into expression-system cells.
The enzyme automatically and specifically
generates a unique conjugation handle on each
antibody. The enzyme recognizes a specific
sequence of five amino acids that includes
cysteine, which it oxidizes to formylglycine, an
aldehyde. Aldehydes are excellent connection
points for amines, which can be incorporated
synthetically into a range of conjugation spacers.
Rabuka calls this type of chemical handle
“biorthogonal,” meaning it is unique on the
antibody. “This discovery allows us to take an
enzyme out of its natural context and leverage it
for other purposes.”
So far, the technology is used in preclinicalstage discovery, both by Redwood Bioscience (on
its own and its customers’ clinical pipelines) and
its partners. The SMARTag approach can be
applied to any protein or expression system.
Rabuka claims to have scaled protein production
to full manufacturing levels while retaining
protein titers as high as 5 g/L with high quality.
SMARTag technology works with a broad range
of chemical functions and functionalities —
including toxins, heterocycles, imaging agents,
peptides, and oligonucleotides — and across a
range of both cleavable and noncleavable linkers.
Because the glycine-converting enzyme already
exists inside the expression-system cells, the
transformation of cysteine to formylglycine occurs
intracellularly. The protein folds and is secreted
with its aldehyde already in place. “This means
there are no extra manufacturing steps compared
Special Report Insert

with conventional conjugation
methods,” says Rabuka.
Preclinical studies of SMARTag
ADCs have demonstrated
“significant tolerability in
Cynomolgus monkeys over other
ADC conjugation methods and a
significant opening in the therapeutic
window.”

special
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Payloads: Unleashing the “Bomb”

Conjugated cytotoxic drugs work through DNA
intercalation, inhibition of tubulin polymerization,
and other mechanisms. Commonly used agents
include antineoplastic auristatins, cytotoxic
maytansine, and antitumor antibiotic calicheamicin.
Auristatins are generally conjugated to reduced
antibody interchain disulfides on cysteine;
maytansines and calicheamicins connect to lysine.
Both types of reactions result in heterogeneity in
drug–antibody ratio (DAR) and attachment sites.
The fate of small-molecule payloads is governed
by the drug dissociation rate inside target cells,
but even before that it depends on the PKs of the
intact ADC. “These cytotoxins normally have a
very short halflife,” says Dixit, “but when attached
to antibodies they circulate longer, and tend to
reach locations of high blood supply and tissues
with targeted antigens.” Combined with typically
long antibody halflives, the dissociation kinetics
of drugs from linkers presents a “perfect storm”
that can expose healthy tissues to continuous
dosing of highly toxic materials. And that negates
one major promise of ADCs: their favorable
therapeutic indices compared with those of
traditional chemotherapies.
Dixit makes the case for “designer warheads”
that are highly potent and selective in killing
tumor cells with minimal effects on normal cells.
He estimates that just 2% of an administered
ADC dose will reach the targeted tumor, whereas
the rest becomes a major source of systemic
toxicity. MAbs alone have similar binding
efficiencies but because they lack the cytotoxic
agent are much better tolerated systemically than
are ADCs.
Active Metabolite Approach: In June 2016,
Immunomedics (Morris Plains, NJ) received
patent protection for its lead ADC cancer
therapeutic, sacituzumab govitecan. The molecule
consists of a humanized antibody to the Trop-2
cancer marker conjugated with SN-38, the active
metabolite of the cancer drug irinotecan. As a
N ovember 2016
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Highly toxic ADC payloads must
be CONTAINED during
manufacturing. The expense of
building a capable facility staffed
with well-trained employees
determines whether or not the
work is outsourced.
prodrug, irinotecan undergoes hepatic metabolism
to its active form, SN-38. Bypassing that
requirement greatly increases cytotoxicity.
Trop-2 is overexpressed in many epithelial
cancers, including malignancies of the breast,
lung, and urologic tract. Although it is not yet an
established or approved receptor, developers
recognize it as a potential antitumor target. Pfizer
had a biologic in development, PF-06664178,
which also targeted Trop-2; that project was
terminated during phase 1, however, because of
poor results. The most advanced Trop-2
indications at Immunomedics are for triplenegative breast cancer, metastatic non–small-cell
lung cancer, and small-cell lung cancer.
The company has developed a unique linker to
work with SN-38. It contains a maleimide for
attaching to free thiols on a MAb, a
phenylmethoxy group for drug linkage, and a
short polyethylene glycol (PEG) sequence for
stability.
Senior director Chau Cheng claims, “A unique
attribute of our linker is that because of the
pH-sensitive nature of CL2A, about half of the
attached SN-38 molecules are released from the
ADC every 24 hours (nonenzymatically), leading
to a locally enhanced concentration of SN-38
within or near tumor cells.”
Immunomedics is working with three different
contract manufacturers for scaling up SN-38, for
filling and freeze-drying the drug product, and for
large-scale manufacture. In part due to a high
response rate and response duration associated
with the product, the FDA has granted
sacituzumab govitecan a breakthrough therapy
designation.

Outsourcing:
Luxury or Critical Requirement?

The high toxicity of ADC payloads underscores
their need for containment during manufacturing.
The expense of building a facility that is capable
8
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of proper containment and is staffed with welltrained employees is arguably the most significant
determinant of whether ADC manufacturing is
outsourced or retained in-house.
“ADCs straddle the biologics and smallmolecule world, so their manufacture requires
specialized facilities and expertise,” says Robert
Bayer (director of process development and
technology transfer at Ajinomoto Althea in San
Diego, CA). The myriad combinations and
techniques involved assure that each project is
unique. Specialized chemical processes such as
site-specific conjugation drive the need of drug
developers for outside expertise for development
and manufacturing. “Assembling the necessary
skills and containment facilities in one place
makes little financial sense unless ADCs are the
sole focus for a company.” (At least one company is
trying, however: Roche announced in 2013 a
US$210 million investment in building in-house
ADC manufacturing capacity at its site in Basel,
Switzerland.)
Bayer mentions negative factors such as facility
and workforce engagement, high overhead, and
the disadvantages of having resources sit idle.
“Contractors can line up client after client, thereby
managing overhead costs more efficiently.”
Ajinomoto Althea has been a contract
manufacturer since 1998 but rolled out its ADC
capability only in late 2015. The company is
currently limited to pilot and small-scale work, but
its production-capable good manufacturing
practice (GMP) conjugation facility comes online
in January 2017, with a state-of-the-art fill–finish
capability following in 2018. Other contract
manufacturers making ADCs a priority include
Catalent, Lonza, Piramal, and SAFC (with its
partner Baxter BioPharma Solutions). Meanwhile,
ADC experts including Seattle Genetics and
ImmunoGen also offer contract development and
manufacturing services.
As is the case for most CMOs, established
sponsors typically approach Ajinomoto Althea
with their own fully developed processes, for
which efficient technology transfer is the first
step. “Customers expect us to make demo batches
before they trust us with a GMP run,” Bayer says.
Althea’s other main customer group comprises
smaller, virtual companies that boast their own
basic laboratory capabilities but no manufacturing
capacity. “They may not even have chosen their
drug candidate yet,” Bayer explains, “and would
like to evaluate several ADCs that combine several
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Barrier–Isolator Systems
Cytotoxic agents such as those conjugated to
monoclonal antibodies for ADCs require special
handling. Barrier–isolator systems maintain a high
level of containment for manufacturing such
products. Such technology helps maintain molecular
integrity, enhances product sterility, and ensures the
safety of line operators.
Barrier–isolator is a general term that encompasses
two types of equipment: isolators and restrictedaccess barrier systems (RABSs). Both provide physical
and aerodynamic barriers between an external
cleanroom environment and a work process. But
isolators achieve a more comprehensive separation of
the processing environment from the surrounding
facility than RABSs can. The latter in turn provide
more protection than simple laminar-flow hoods.
Widely used in Europe (and increasingly in the United
States), isolators are essential for working with ADCs
— for which not only must products be protected
from their surrounding environment, but workers
also must be protected from the products
themselves. Installed gloves and/or robotic arms are
used to manipulate materials inside an isolator —
and they present a cleaning challenge. Cleaning
processes for these aseptic systems must be validated
to provide reproducible, high-quality results.
Open isolator systems allow exchange of materials
through one or more openings (engineered to prevent
contamination based on air flow) during operations.
Closed isolator systems exclude external contamination
from their interior with material transfer only through
aseptic connection to auxiliary equipment (rather than
through openings to the surrounding environment).
These systems remain sealed throughout operation
and are more commonly used in ADC operations.
Suppliers of such equipment include AWS BioPharma Technologies, Bosch Packaging Technology,
Containment Technologies Group, Flow Sciences,
Gettinge, Inseco, Isolation Systems, Ravona, Shibuya
Hoppmann, Terra Universal, and Victor International.

High-performance barrier–isolator systems such as this one at
SAFC’s contract manufacturing facility are vital to the safety
of workers involved in development and manufacturing of
antibody–drug conjugates. (WWW.SAFC.COM)
Special Report Insert

preferred antibodies with various linkers and
drugs.”
Containment Redux: Handling cytotoxic
payloads often dictates outsourcing and in-house
decisions. “These toxins have been around a while
as possible cancer treatments, but they were
considered too dangerous,” notes Richard Denk
(head of the containment group at SKAN in
Allschwil, Switzerland). He has described ADC
payload molecules as requiring the highest
exposure protection among known drug
molecules. Denk estimates the toxicity of ADC
payload molecules at ~1,000 times higher than
that of conventional cytotoxic drugs. Operator
occupational-exposure limits for cytostatic agents
are on the order of milligrams per square meter —
compared with nanograms for ADCs.
Consequently, ADC developers and
manufacturers must take extreme precautions to
protect workers and prevent cross-contamination
in shared facilities. Pharmaceutical processors have
used isolators in aseptic manufacturing for
decades, but for ADC processing such systems
also protect personnel. Bioprocessors use isolators
in overpressure mode to protect their products
from contamination, and they use containment
under negative pressure to protect workers from
toxic molecules. High-performance aseptic
isolators (see box) achieve both objectives while
operating under appropriate International Society
for Pharmaceutical Engineering (ISPE) guidelines
for particulate hazards.
Because safety in an ADC working
environment affects all operations, Denk advises
that workers undergo specialized training, and
developers should install isolators with doublebarrier protection. That includes a continuous
liner system for transferring conjugated and
unconjugated toxin within an airlock and an
additional liner between that lock and the main
isolator chamber. An additional high-containment
filter housing would trap particles, and operators
would use standard aseptic-processing techniques
(e.g., working through glove ports). Companies
such as Althea, Baxter, and Lonza are among the
few that follow all these precautions, Denk claims.
Under One Roof? Abzena provides several
elements of ADC development through technical
services and proprietary technologies for antibody
humanization and payload linkage. Currently, 11
antibodies using its humanization technology are
in clinical development, and the company entered
a license deal for its ThioBridge linker
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Figure 2: Size difference between antibody and high-potency
drug components of an ADC (Miksinski SP, Shapiro M.
Reguatory Considerations for Antibody–Drug Conjugates. AAPS
Annual Meeting 18 October 2012; www.fda.gov/downloads/
aboutfda/centersoffices/officeofmedicalproductsandtobacco/
cder/ucm341177.pdf)

Calicheamicin
1,368 Da

IgG Antibody
150,000 Da

technology with an undisclosed partner in early
2016.
Badescu points out that despite the
attractiveness of keeping all development activities
in house for some companies, outsourcing has
become the de facto standard in ADC
development. “Even Pfizer outsources a lot of
ADC work,” he says.
But by assembling the necessary components
and services, Abzena expects to be as close to a
one-stop shop for ADC generation and
manufacture as is physically possible. The
company already controls intellectual property
related to antibody engineering, linkers, and
synthesis of payloads and linker reagents.
Providing full ADC services comes down to
assembling those components and competencies,
while applying appropriate analytical testing. The
company maintains a facility in San Diego for
GMP antibody manufacturing and another in
Philadelphia for manufacturing payload reagents
and ADCs.
“Conducting all the work under one contract,
with integrated quality systems and project
management, has the potential to reduce
timescale, costs, and risks associated with the
development of ADCs,” Badescu explains.
Determining which ADC development
activities to outsource is a key decision best
addressed early in development. For example,
ImmunoGen retains all discovery, some process
and analytical development, and early-stage
10
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conjugation manufacturing within its walls, then
outsources all phase 3 and commercial
manufacturing. “We have established a strategic
combination of internal and external development
and manufacturing capabilities to advance our
technology, support our partners, and ensure
reliable clinical supply,” says Poole. While
internalizing conjugation and analytical
technology development, ImmunoGen maintains
strong outsourcing partnerships for scale-up and
manufacturing of its antibodies, cytotoxins, and
linkers.
When ImmunoGen initiated its ADC program
in the 1980s, conjugation manufacturing and
development expertise were scarce in the industry.
As those resources became available, the company
decided to outsource all late-stage production,
including conjugation, but it retains clinical
conjugation manufacturing at a pilot plant. “Our
outsourcing model is based on prioritizing finite
resources and clear understanding of where to
retain a competitive advantage,” Poole says.
Timelines and executing a “fast-to-clinic”
development plan are further reasons to consider
outsourcing because antibody, payload, linker, and
conjugation processes normally develop in parallel.
Sponsor companies are becoming more adept at
integrating their development activities through a
combination of in-house and outsourced expertise.
“But finding an experienced CMO with all
those capabilities is unusual,” Poole adds, which
explains the high prevalence of strategic alliances
for ADC commercialization and associated
emphasis on supply chain integration. “Eventually
I would expect greater consolidation of these
capabilities, which would simplify the supply
chain tremendously.” But for now, ImmunoGen’s
approach of using multiple external manufacturing
partners remains the norm.
ADC development demands exceptional crossfunctional scientific understanding of biologicals,
small molecules, and analytics — complemented
by the ability to handle highly potent materials
safely. “This usually requires good interaction and
coordination among disciplines,” comments
Cynthia Wooge (head of process and technology
at MilliporeSigma in St. Charles, MO). “Working
with a CMO is an effective way to harness this
diverse expertise.”

Analysis and Characterization

Think of ADC analysis and characterization as
“MAb-squared.” Developers must consider MAb
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yields both identity and DAR data. Single and
triple quadrupoles are preferred for measuring
unbound drug molecules. “From a quality
perspective,” Bayer explains, “we would use that
same free-drug method for cleaning validation,
surface monitoring, and environmental safety
programs.”
The number of attached payload molecules
typically is expressed as a distribution, with as few
as zero to 10 or more DAR species for lysine
attachment. Cysteine conjugation distributions
come in multiples of two, with up to eight linkages.
MS provides the most accurate method for
quantifying lysine attachment distribution because,
according to Bayer, “no chromatographic methods
provide adequate resolution. With cysteineconjugated ADCs, you can use capillary
electrophoresis (CE) or reverse-phase highperformance liquid chromatography (HPLC), either
with or without MS.” Regardless of conjugation
site, using multiple orthogonal analytical methods
allows for more accurate and thorough assessment
of key quality attributes for ADCs.
Despite lysine’s prevalence on MAb molecular
structures, practical conjugation and distribution
sites tend to be consistent. “Yet from a qualitycontrol perspective,” Bayer counters, “going sitespecific is an advantage for method development
and validation. Evidence also exists for wider
therapeutic windows for ADCs with site-specific
conjugation. But although that conjugation
methodology may simplify product quality
assessment, whether it enhances therapeutic value
awaits clinical and commercial validation.”

A Few Words on Dosing

Antitumor efficacy tends to be much greater for
ADCs than for unmodified antibodies, so ADC
dosing can be much lower. “We have
demonstrated that our approach to ADCs
increases the therapeutic window compared to
other leading platforms,” Babcook says,
“potentially facilitating the treatment of a greater
number of tumors.”
In May 2016, Synthon Biopharmaceuticals
(Nijmegen, The Netherlands) began the second
stage of its ongoing phase 1 clinical trial for
SYD985, an anti-HER2 ADC. SYD986 is based
on a biosimilar version of trastuzumab (Genentech’s
Herceptin product), which treats HER2-positive
cancers, particularly of the breast. Synthon
undertook a biosimilar program for trastuzimab in
2009 and licensed that project to Amgen in 2012
Special Report Insert

while retaining ADC
development rights. Around that
time the company’s acquisition of
Syntarga gave it linker technology
special
for connecting prodrugs to
report
antibodies. Similar to linking
strategies used by Seattle Genetics,
MedImmune, and other companies, the
method involves insertion of dipeptides recognized
by specific proteases within cancer cells.
MedImmune’s innovative toxin is a synthetic
prodrug analog of the natural product duocarmycin.
The inactive prodrug spontaneously rearranges to
form the active drug after release. Marco Timmers
(chief scientific officer at Synthon) says, “The toxin
moreover has an attractively short circulating
halflife. Combined, those characteristics provide
highly targeted payload delivery to tumor cells with
minimal systemic toxicity.”
Other developers are implementing similar ideas
— but, for example, Roche’s maytansinoid payloads
persist longer in vivo, according to Timmers. He
estimates that systemic exposure of his company’s
payload to be 100–1,000-fold lower than for
conventional toxins. “We see hardly any blood cell
toxicities, which are the classical dose-limiting side
effect of ADCs. In clinical studies, we have seen
target-associated toxicities arising from binding of
the ADC to target expressed on healthy tissues.
Unfortunately, low systemic exposure to the free
toxin does not mean zero toxicity.”
You might imagine that dose-limiting adverse
hematologic effects and low systemic toxicities
would enable higher dosing and a wider
therapeutic window, but that is not necessarily
true. Although only a low percentage of ADC
molecules are attached to their target tumor at any
point, the “receptor occupancy” for such drugs is
very high. At relatively low doses, up to 90% of
receptors will be already occupied, Timmers
explains. “And this persists for two to three weeks.
Raising the dose would improve binding, and
therefore efficacy, by only a relatively small degree
while adding significantly to toxicity.”

Regulatory Matters: A Work in Progress

The complex structure and heterogeneity of
ADCs introduce unique quality and regulatory
issues. Purity and quality of unconjugated drug
and linker molecules requires complete chemistry,
manufacturing, and controls (CMC) assessment,
says Marjorie Shapiro (chief of the FDA’s Center
for Biologics Evaluation and Research MAb
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identity, size, charge, posttranslational
modifications, and potency. In additional they
must address heterogeneity introduced through
conjugation such as drug load and distribution,
payload leaching, and potency contributed by the
drug.
The first challenge is determining the DAR,
which requires optimization to achieve desired
potency and PKs and to minimize off-target effects.
Drug/antibody ratio is a critical quality attribute of
ADCs that must be monitored carefully during
development. One common, information-rich DAR
determination involves analysis of intact ADCs by
liquid chromatography with mass spectrometry
(LC-MS), which reveals the distribution of
antibodies with varying degrees of conjugation as
well as the masses of those antibody glycoforms.
LC-MS data are rich in content but complex and
challenging to interpret. Other ADC drug/
conjugate characterization strategies include
deglycosylation to remove glycans (which simplifies
spectra for higher-confidence peak selection) and
reduction to allow for mass determination of the

ADC Approvals So Far
Because ADCs are relatively new, their regulation is
also a work in progress. So far, three ADCs with three
different antibody targets, linker chemistries, and
small-molecule payloads have been approved in the
United States.
Approved in 2000 for recurrent acute myeloid
leukemia, Mylotarg (gemtuzumab ozogamicin) is
Pfizer’s anti-CD33 MAb conjugated to the cytotoxic
drug calicheamicin. This product was voluntarily
withdrawn from the market in 2010 because followup clinical trials did not confirm the basis for its
accelerated approval.
That Mylotarg experience caused the FDA to change
its approval pathways for ADCs, which are now
reviewed through biologics license applications (BLAs)
rather than new drug applications (NDAs). This change
came in part from an alteration in the definition of
biologic that occurred with passage of the Biologics
Price Competition and Innovation Act of 2009.
Since then, the FDA approved Seattle Genetics’s
Adcetris (brentuximab vedotin) in 2011 for treating
Hodgkins lymphoma. It consists of a MAb targeting
CD30 conjugated to the drug auristatin. And
Genentech’s Kadcyla (ado-trastuzumab emtansine)
was approved in 2013 for treating patients with
metastatic HER2-positive breast cancer who had
previously been treated with trastuzumab or taxane.
The product is an anti-HER2 MAb conjugated to the
cytotoxic drug maytansine.
12
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light and heavy chains along with their relative
population by drug conjugates.
Agilent Technologies recently introduced its
MassHunter DAR Calculator software for
calculating drug/antibody ratios of both intact and
reduced ADCs. The program summarizes
theoretical mass, measured mass, drug and linker
mass, and overall ratios for an ADC. Product
sponsors increasingly will need that level of datahandling capability from their development and
manufacturing partners.
Also challenging is evaluation of ADC PKs,
pharmacodynamics (PDs) and properties related to
biological absorption, distribution, metabolism,
and excretion (ADME). ADC bioanalysis testing
traditionally has involved both ligand-binding
assays and LC with tandem MS (LS-MS/MS).
Those methods determine total antibody
(conjugated and unconjugated) in a given mixture.
Total payload assays include molecules attached to
conjugated payloads, linkers alone, and free
payload molecules. Historically, the primary assays
used for measuring total and conjugated antibody
have been ligand-binding assays (LBAs), whereas
unconjugated payload measurements require
LC-MS/MS. Immunocapture LC-MS/MS or
hybrid LBA–LC-MS/MS assays are becoming
increasingly popular, but they require multiple
complex steps such as immunocapture, enzyme
cleavage or digestion, LC separations, and MS/
MS detection. DAR sensitivity of LBA–LC-MS/
MS assays depend on the immunocapture
platform involved.
A Special Role for MS: Mass spectrometry is
becoming more prevalent in ADC quality
assessment even more than for other biologics.
Bayer of Ajinomoto Althea says it’s “becoming a
must-have skill for ADC CMOs. Some clients
will not consider CMOs lacking that capability.”
MAb products are expressed as heterogeneous
mixtures of proteins that differ in numerous
quality attributes such as glycosylation.
Conjugation to their lysine residues, even the 20
or so (out of 70–80) that are accessible to linker
chemistry, generates bewilderingly complex
mixtures. Site-specific conjugation eventually
could overtake stochastic payload attachment as
the conjugation method of choice, but for now
developers and regulatory authorities accept
heterogeneous products that are both reproducibly
and consistently so.
Several MS methods are suitable for ADC
analysis. Quadrupole time-of-flight (Q-TOF) MS
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division’s laboratory of molecular developmental
immunology division). “Because of the inherent
difficulty in assessing drug and linker quality once
they are attached to an antibody, it is critical that
such assessments occur at this stage.” That is
analogous to determining quality for a drug
substance.
Similarly, understanding and controlling the
purity and quality of unconjugated antibodies
demands a complete CMC assessment of its own.
That would include documentation of primary
sequence and higher-order structure, charge and
size variants, posttranslational modifications, and
antigen-binding ability. Other relevant regulatory
issues involve using measurement and control of
DAR, drug-loading distribution, free drug and
antibody, and impurities. Characterization and
quality control include stability testing for both
drug substance and drug product.
“ADCs should be assessed for the impact of
conjugation on the antibody’s CQAs,” Shapiro
notes. Conjugation should not adversely affect
antigen or receptor binding. The reaction generally
contributes hydrophobicity and with that increased
aggregation. Because aggregates are associated
with immunogenicity, developers must tightly
control release and shelf-life specifications for all
ADC components as well as the conjugated drug
substance and formulated drug product. And
because the conjugation method affects an ADC’s
physicochemical properties and heterogeneity,
Shapiro advises developers to characterize their
MAbs both before and after conjugation.
Drug substance and product potency assays
should include a cytotoxicity assay that
demonstrates an ADC’s specificity for target cells.
“The binding method used for release of the MAb
also should be included as a release method for the
ADC drug substance and drug product during
development,” says Shapiro. “Depending on the
knowledge gained during development, it may not
be necessary to continue testing for antigen
binding upon marketing approval.” Although
ADCs are often designed for low effector
function, the potential exists for antibodydependent cellular cytotoxicity and complementdependent cytotoxicity, so developers also should
include those assessments in MAb
characterization.
For the time being, regulators are not playing
favorites with specific ADC components (see the
“Approvals” box). “There is no preference for one
type of drug or linker,” Shapiro explains,
Special Report Insert

“providing it is well
characterized and shown to be
safe and effective.”
Characterization and
special
manufacturing controls need to be
report
“appropriate” for the ADC.
Wooge notes that no regulatory
guidance yet exists specific for ADCs. “The
current, conservative approach is to treat each of
the three components as if they were [separate]
APIs because each component appears to
influence the efficacy and safety profile of the
ADC.” Specifications, process control, and
characterization thus follow the respective
guidelines for biological (antibody) and small
molecules (linkers, payloads) from the
International Conference on Harmonisation of
Technical Requirements for Registration of
Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH).

Looking to the Future

As innovative anticancer strategies emerge, some
observers might be tempted to compare them with
immunotherapies, which have captured the
fascination of oncologists, investors, and drug
developers alike. However, Timmers believes that
such an adversarial mindset is wrong on several
points.
“Immunotherapies generate relatively low
response rates,” he says, “although responses tend
to be durable, and many patients tolerate those
treatments.” Studies have shown, however, that
treatment response for immunotherapies improves
in patients who have been treated previously with
chemotherapy and thus have already experienced
tumor damage. Inclusion criteria for several phase
3 immunotherapy trials explicitly limit
participation to patients who have previously
undergone chemotherapy. “The immune system
seems better prepared to attack those tumors,”
Timmers explains. He suggests that in the future,
a possible strategy might be to treat patients first
with an ADC to cut down the size of their
tumors, then follow up with one or more
immunotherapies to achieve suitable disease
management. “So yes, there should be a role for
ADCs in this paradigm of alternating therapies.”
Wooge provides some perspective on where and
why ADCs will fit into future medical practice.
“There are still significant unmet medical needs,
both for diseases lacking effective treatments and
those (like many cancers) that lack treatments with
adequate safety profiles. We’ve gained knowledge
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Preclinical data suggest that
certain ADCs may SYNERGIZE
with immunotherapies.
about what makes ADCs more effective and safer
through new linkers, payloads, and site-directed
conjugation. We are understanding better the
complex interactions of ADC components within
cells through clinical successes, failures, and
adverse events. With the popularity and growth of
ADC pipelines, companies have invested in the
required supply chains for raw materials and
services to support the highly specialized skills
required for ADC containment, development,
manufacturing, and analysis.”
Wooge believes that ADC applications will
broaden as understanding of cell biology and
targeted therapies develops. Indications outside
oncology are ripe for investigation. “This has
already been demonstrated in clinical and
preclinical studies using bioconjugates as imaging
agents, in antirejection therapy, and for targeted
delivery of antibiotics,” she says. “Further,
preclinical data suggest that certain ADCs may
actually synergize with immunotherapies. Early
clinical studies to validate this hypothesis are under
way.” Within cancer treatment, ADCs offer
significant promise if they can demonstrate superior
safety over traditional oncology agents. “Due to the
complex nature of cancers,” Wooge concludes, “it is
likely that we will see continued investigation of
ADCs as part of a combination therapy.”
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